TRAVELLING   IN   THE   DESERT
same thought entered the minds of some others, only
from a different standpoint. All round us were
signs of the industry of the villagers in the form of
huge stacks of corn freshly reaped, now waiting for
the threshing time to begin. Ere we retired for the
night we were strolling by the stream and amongst
the corn, where we noticed two men sitting in the
field, who gave us the evening salutations as we
passed by. We did not attribute any importance
to this fact, as it is not unusual for the villagers to
set watchmen to guard their corn during harvest
time and afterwards, till the grain is safely housed.
So, committing ourselves to the care of Him
who never slumbers or sleeps, we retired to our tent,
hoping for a good night's rest to prepare us for
the journey of the morrow. Our " ideal camping-
ground " I found to have at least one great disad-
vantage—a disadvantage common to all grounds
which are used by flocks of goats and sheep for their
resting-places. That night these " pilgrims of the
desert" were particularly active, and gave me no
peace or chance of sleep till the early hours of the
morning; then at last, worn-out with the unequal
warfare, I fell asleep. I could not have been sleep-
ing long when I was awakened by a movement on
the part of my camp bedstead. Sleepily I decided
in my mind that our donkey had loosened his tether
and was trying to pay us a friendly visit, Often in
the night some animal would get loose, and rub
himself against our tent ropes till he had succeeded
in rooting up one peg, when he would go and
practise on another. Thinking this was the case
now   I   promptly   fell  asleep   again,   only  to   be
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